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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
AUSTRALIA - 06th May 2021

R1 - TOWNSVILLE | 12:38 | AUD $18,500 |  SKY RACING (BM70)

55 CLEO'S POET
Yet to recapture best form after two runs from a break, the latest nishing fourth over 1200m at
this track. Further improved and can do much better here.

44 LADY YENDOR
Mid eld runs of late have not been without some merit. Excuses for last start. Now should be t
and ready for this outing. One of the main chances.

66 NICE RETORT
Nicely rated gelding. Scored a close win last start at this track winning by a nose starting at $5.
Major player.

22 JEMADAR
Finished mid eld over 1400m at this track last time, 8 lengths from the winner. Boasts a good
record at this trip. Definitely worth including on best ratings.

77 BORELLA
Struggling to break through this campaign, the latest a fair 2.5 lengths fth over 1609m at this
track. Rates well and shouldn’t be far away.

R2 - TOWNSVILLE | 13:19 | AUD $18,500 |  HYGAIN RATINGS HCP (55)

88 LILY OFTHE GLEN
Showed sharp improvement from debut run to win last time out. Up in the weights now but still
appeals as she seems well treated, particularly if finding further improvement. Top chance.

77 CHARLOTTE RULES
Raced handy then tired in run home on debut. Went a little better at Mackay and then got the
cash last start at this track. Can improve. Winning chance.

44 JUST A LOVE SONG
Almost found the win last start running a close half a length second at Bowen over 1000m.
Looks close to a win here.

99 ROSE CLIP
Nicely rated mare who ran a close third last start at Cairns when beaten a head after starting at
$7.50. Should be right there in the finish.

33 URBAN MYTH
Back from a six month spell following 3.5 lengths ninth over 1200m at this track. Seems to excel
when fresh up and should go close.

R3 - TOWNSVILLE | 13:59 | AUD $18,500 |  COCA COLA HCP (C3)

22 WILLYGOOD
Beaten by a 0.8 lengths when second at this track on 1200m in latest effort. Looks a good
chance on that form.

11 ZOUVILLA
Turned challenging and fought on well, fading late to miss the placings over 1200m at this track.
Sure to be in this for a long way.

77 ARITOMO
He has had mixed results winning two of his last four starts. His most recent win was by half a
length at this track over 1400m. An inside draw is a big tick – winning prospects.

66 POTAWATOMI
Had a streak of wins broken last time out when sixth at this track but is expected to record an
improved result here. Looks the one to beat.

99 MURTALLICA
Almost found the win last start running a close a head second at Bowen over 1470m. In the mix
coming into this start.

R4 - TOWNSVILLE | 14:34 | AUD $18,500 |  MM WEANLING SALE 20-21/5-BM75

55 CHEVAUX
Last start win at this track brought up a hat-trick of wins for this in form sprinter. Rates strongly
and expected to go close again.

33 ORIENTAL GIRL
Returned with a good run when a 2 length third over 1000m at this track. Consistent overall
record. Fitter and should prove hard to beat.

1212 FULL RECOGNITION
Out of the placings last time when fourth over 1000m at this track but did win the start prior. Not
far away last time. In the mix again.

99 BET ON LOVE
Scored after a long drought last time at Cairns by 0.8 lengths over 950m. Big chance to go back-
to-back after a confidence-boosting victory last time.

22 SO YOU DREAM
Led from start to nish and came away with a win at Mackay over 1300m on November 26.
Proven to be race fit now. Expect another forward showing today.
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R5 - TOWNSVILLE | 15:10 | AUD $18,500 |  MM YEARLING SALE 1-3 JUNE (C2)

55 SHEPHERD OF FIRE
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start fth over
1200m at this track. Racing well and should prove hard to beat again.

1010 UP THE RIVER Stormed home last start to finish third at this track in latest outing as favourite. Main contender.

11 HURRICANE FIGHTER Been close at both his two starts in this time. Ready to improve now. Will take beating.

99 EROE
Coming back to racing after nine months off. Goes well fresh. Hasn't trialled in the lead up to this
so fitness is the only query. Can take this.

44 FLUTTERING
Followed up some recent good results with a last start win at Atherton. Should be competitive
this start, is a top chance.


